Back-End Developer
Company Profile
Simgo’s cloud based virtual SIM management platform removes the physical SIM card from mobile
devices and places it in the cloud. The platform is then able to dynamically assign any SIM card to
the mobile device based on criteria such as time, location and coverage, cost and other preferences.
Simgo’s platform minimizes the cost and effort of managing connectivity as well deployment and
security for large fleets of connected devices.
The virtual SIM management platform manages all vSIM enabled connected devices. Simgo’s
platform is available as an SDK to be easily integrated directly into any connected IoT device's
chipset as well as directly into the Smartphone at the manufacturing stage, thereby creating a
software only solution, without additional hardware requirements. Additionally, Simgo offers aftermarkets solutions such as our vSIM portable Hotspot and vSIM cover, that brings the virtual SIM
capability to the iPhone.
What You Will Do
Back End Developer:
A great product has almost zero chances of succeeding without solid backend architecture. Our back
end developer will be in charge of keep the engine running that enables the web application to offer
different kind of services that make us stand out from the competition. Our ideal candidate lives for
designing and has a great passion for developing outstanding tools for diverse systems.

What You Are Good At:
Must have:
- Object oriented concepts
- Core Java
- Collections
- JSP
- Servlets
- JDBC
- JSON
- Application Server (such as Tomcat)
- MySql database experience including transaction management, SQL programming, schema design
Good to have:
- Hibernate
- Spring
- Python
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- CSS
- Bootstrap
- JavaScript
- JQuery

Next Steps
If you have questions, or if you are interested in this position, please send a resume in English
Language to:
Tobias.buelow@simgo.co
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